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If the student is studying at the correspondence department of the university, it is difficult for him to
find a job. It is quite realistic to learn and work at the same time, the main thing is to successfully
work out, find an employer, consonant with the periodic ability of an employee at the next session.

It is not worth hiding the student, otherwise, during the period of passing the exams, a new
employee will be fired for systematic absenteeism on the exam.

This once again proves that the moment of learning in the university is required to coordinate with a
potential employer.

Some students are confident that it is unrealistic to get a job in the learning process. This is not the
case, especially when choosing a profession in the specialty.

For example, many employers are confident that it is better to grow a graduate specialist in the
society of the Labor team, therefore, they agree with joy agree to the periodic abdomen of the
student.

The main thing is that time is spent on receiving new knowledge and skill, and not a reason for the
next time a working day. In addition, this moment can be monitored from a legal point of view - a call
to the session and confirmation of the session.

Plans are excellent, it remains only to achieve the goal set before a student. Since the student of the
university is confused with such an extensive choice of vacancies, it is necessary to bring your
thoughts in order and act.

Here are valuable advice that can be given to a joined student for successful employment:

1. Write a resume in which it competently state all your achievements in life and interest the
potential employer with its own person, as a future graduate specialist.

2. If a refusal was received in one place due to training in the university, this does not mean that all
employers are categorically configured in relation to cooperation with the student of the knocker. If
you knock on a closed direction, someone will definitely open the door.

3. When discussing the issue of wages, the transcendental figures should not be called a potential
employer, since it is possible to start with small, the main thing is the enormous experience gained
at a new job place.
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4. Do not ignore personal interviews, believing that sending a resume by email to the future boss is
quite enough. This is not the case, since the head of the qualified specialist can be recognized at
the first meeting.

5. To interest the future chief, it is necessary to competently build a first dialogue, once again
emphasizing its contendance and competence in the proposed position. This is important because
the stupid staff is not needed by the head.

6. It is important to inform the future to leader that the employee is in the status of a student, and
from time to time he will have to be excreted to the winter or summer session. Immediately discuss
the issue of submission and payment of school leave.

7. The Council of the Working Student: Employed is preferably officially, otherwise the young worker
is not protected by the Labor Code of the Russian Federation. He can not only be fooling with
wages, but also dismiss without explanation of the reasons.

8. If it does not turn around in the specialty, you can refer to relatives or curator of the academic
group. It is possible that they will prompt where smart, but still inexperienced employees.

9. To begin with, you can work on Poltavka, while express yourself from the best side. It is possible
that, seeing the zeal, the son-in-time and perseverance of a young employee, the boss will introduce
it to the full-time staff.

10. Some students of the correspondence department are arranged on their own departments with
laboratory technicians, but for this it is desirable to have a secondary special education, for example,
study in college in a specialty.

Conclusion: learn and at the same time work is quite real. You can find a prestigious work, where in
the future work after the end of the highest educational institution and receive a diploma.


